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I. INTRODUCTION 

Waveguide discontinuities are essential elements in modern microwave fre- 

quency selective devices such a.8 filters, ma.tching networks a.nd pola.riz;ers 

[l]. The performance of these microwave components is contingent upon an 

accurate design and analysis of the interactions between the different discon- 

tinuities in the waveguide. 

The regular shape of cu~rm~ouly emxnmtered discontinuities in waveguide CUIII- 

ponents makes their analysis by the Mode-Matching Technique (MMT) ex- 

ceedingly corlvrrlirnt [Z]. ITI this a,pproxh~ the gewmliired smttwirlg rrla,trix 

of the structure is determined by cascading the scattering matrices of the dif- 

ferent discontinuities [l]. ‘I’h e method is, however, known to converge slowly 

when sharp metallic edges are present in the structure as the modes of the 

uniform sections fail to include the singular nature of the electromagnetic 

field. 

A modified version of the Mode-Matching Technique consists in including the 

edge condition to compnte the smttering ma.trices of the individl1a.l discon- 

tinuities and then cascading the thus obtained scattering matrices to obtain 

the overall response of the structure [3]. The size of the individl1a.l smttering 

matrices is reduced by using the fact that in most sections only a few modes 

are propagating or active [3]. 

In this work, we propose to modify the Mode-Matching Technique much fur- 

ther by essentially stripping the 110rma1 modes uf the individual section of 

my essential role in compnting the interactions between the different discon- 

tinuities. The mumrim efficiency achieved in analyzing a single discontinuity 

by performing a change of basis at the discontinuity is extended to an arbi- 

trary number of interacting discontinuities. To achieve this result: we perform 

changes of basis at each of the discontinuities simultaneously, thereby refor- 

mulating the original problem in terms of a set of coupled integral equations. 

By directly concentrating on the discontinuities themselves, which are respon- 

sible for the physics of the device, the modes of the uniform sections play only 

R, srcorldxy wlr, rne,irlly in cornputirlg inner pwdncts. ITI a.dditim: in most of 

these devices, the engineer is only interested in the reflection and transmission 

of the fundamental mode at the input and output. ‘I’he CIE’I allows us to 

“directly” and accurately compute these transfer functions. 

Numerical results obtained from the CIE’I are compared to data from the 

literature and measurements to demonstrate the accuracy and speed of the 

technique. 
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II. THEORY 

The Coupled-Integral-Equations Technique (CIET) is described in details in 

[4]; here we only sketch the essential points. 

Consider the structure shown in Figure la. It consists of a single E-plane stub 

in a rectangular waveguide. It is assumed that all metallic walls are 10ssless 

and that only the fundamental mode T&o is incident, with amplitude equal 

to unity, from the left-side of the structure. 

Figure 1: A single E-plane stub (a) and three E-plane stubs (b). 

Following the MMT: the transverse components of the electromagnetic field 

are expanded in modal series in each region. In the left-must region: reflected 

waves in addition to the incident fl1ndmnenta.l mode a.re present. On the 

other hand, waves traveling in both directions are present in the i&xual 

region. Finally, there are only transmitted waves in the right-most region. 

Two coupled integral equations for the transverse electric fields X, and X, at 

the two discontinuities are derived from the boundary conditions of E, and 

Hz. More explicitly, these are written as 

(1) 

Here:. Yk are the wave admittances of the TEfm modes: and the following 

notatmn was introduced 

i!(m) = 2 ~bxi(y)cod[jm - l)r+ 
b(l +hnl) u 

(3) 
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To solve this set of coupled integral equations, we expand the functions 

Xi(y) in series uf basis functions which iuclude the edge cunditiuns and apply 

Galerkin’s method to ohta,in a, se, o t f linear equa,tions in the expa.nsion coeff- 

cirnts. Once these R,I’R d&mrlirlrd the reflection and twnsrrlissiorl properties 

follow straightforwardly. 

‘I’he case where more than two discontinuities are present (Figure lb) is ana- 

lyzed similarly. 

III. RESULTS 

The CIET and the MMT are applied to the analysis of a single E-plane stub 

as well as a three E-plane stubs (Figure la and lb). 

Figure 2 shows the reflection coefficient S 11 as a function of frequency as 

obtained frum the CIET using 2 basis functions and the MMT using 5 mudcs. 

The stars a.re experimental va.lues from reference [3]. Note tha,t the CTET 

results fall closer to the experimental values whereas those from MMT are 

practically identical to the simulated data in [3] where the edge condition is 

included in a modular fashion. More basis functions where used in the ClE’l 

without any noticeable effect. 

Figure 3 shows the reflection coefficient versus frequency of the three-stub 

structure in figure lb. The dinlensions R.R those given in [3]. The C!TF,T cow 

verges with 3 basis functions. The dashed line are the results from the MMT 

with 15 rnodrs a.nd the dotted line with 5. Again the stxs R,I’F rxpwirrlrntel 

results from [3]. Note that the CIET predicts more accurately the experimen- 

tal results or those form the MM’I’ with a 15 modes. ‘I’he results from the 

modified MMT as presented in [3] coincide with those of the standard MMT 

with 5 modes. This is not surprising as the overall response of the structure 

is obtained from cascading the individual scattering matrices which directly 

involve the modes of the uniform sections. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Coupled-IIltegral-EqluatioIls Technique is successfully applied tu accu- 

rately analyze E-plane structures in ooze step. A considerable reduction in 

the numerical effort is achieved along with an increase in accuracy by includ- 

ing the edge conditions at all the discontinuities. Excellent agreement with 

measured data is demonstrated with only two to three basis functions per 

discontinuity. 
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Figure 2: Sll(dB) of Figure la as a function of frequency as obtained from the 

CIET with 2 basis functions (solid line) and the MMT with 5 modes (dashed 

line). The stars xr mrasmwnrnt from [3] 

Figure 3: Sll(dR) of Figure lb a,s a, function of frequency a.3 ohta,inrd from 

the CIET (solid line) with 4 basis functions and the MMT with 5 (dotted 

line) and 15 (dashed line) modes. ‘I’he stars are measurement from [3]. 
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